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The basic problem in training teachers (teaching
them what makes social institutions tick and how to relate this
knowledge to present and future needs of children) has not been
solved by teacher training institutions. The author's plan for a
one-year social sciences training program emphasizing the project
approach may provide a solution. Its primary objective is to train
teachers in the ways of knowing. The program consists mainly of
lectures on the structures of economics, political science, sociology 1

and anthropology. These are followed by laboratory sessions applying
the fundamental ideas of each discipline in various teaching
situations to give students experience with teaching strategies "best
suited to their particular skills and temperaments." The themes of
the laboratory sessions are: social reality, problem solving,
analytical tools, K-12 grades, and multi-disciplinary (except for
economics). Orientations are: time, space, systems, and future.
Completing course as a whole are curriculum conferences emphasizing
creativity. (DJB)
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On the 20.th of July, 1969, the crew of Apollo 11 landed on the

moon.' In the midst of celebration, thii unique achievement launched

a heated dialogue between the scientists' and engineers. The scientists

claimed that they did not get the proper credit they deserved for this

achievement..The engineers claimed the credit for themselves. Little

did they know that the credit for the landing on the moon goes neither

to science nor engineering, but to knowledge at large. Mat were some

of 'the elements of this project?-

AccOrding tO Peter.Drucker, the computer was not the sole

achievement of engineers.. The root of this complex-machine goes back

to the symbolic logic founded by Bertrand Russell and Alfred North

Whitehead. The impetus for the devel'opment of the first computer did

not come from electronic engineers, but from the world-famous mathe-
.

'matician, John von Neuman.
".

The material which was used to build the Apollo 11 spacecraft

was not created by nature; it was the achievement of men in science

and mathematics. Their objeCtiVe was to create materials which could
.

withstand heat, shock, and other conditions in space but unknown on
. ,

'earth. They went to work to develop a specific microstructure of

atoms and molecules to meet such conditions.

The astronauts are the produCts of zany disciplines. Medical
. ,

science prepared them physically. Engineers prepared them mechanically.

Scientists prepared them scientifically. Psychologists prepared them

'psychologically. And one could even say that theology prepared them

--theologically. The transaction of a whole gamut Of personal, social

S.
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and scientific experiences shaped the characters of the astronauts

and gave them the physical and psychological competence needed to

reach the target.

The project challenged the minds 'of many political scientists

and raised questions concerning new politi'cal relationships betwe-

en:the big nations on the earth. The project challenged the minds

:of many economists &Ict. raised questions about the rationale of al--

lopating.the huge amounts of resources for such an adventure. The

Apollo project was also the achievement of system specialists who

- coordinated the millions of transacting parts from-the tiniest

electronic parts in the spaceship to the vast network of tracing

stations around the earth.

The Apollo mission is the off spring of a project vision which

.is theinteraction between individuals, society, machines, institu-
.-

tions, scientific data, and hunches. Thinking in terms of projects

and calling upon all knowledge relevant to the competition .of these

projects shoUld be the objective not only of the Apollo project._ ,

.

It should also be the objective of education. If this be the objective
. .

of education, then we must honesily admit th'zit the present education

sy-sterriobsolete;--In-our-present educational system, subjects are

taught in isolation boxes. In our present educational system sub-

:----ject matter is taught with little or no concern for issues in the real
--------- - .------- - _ - _

world. We

teach them

world from

shouldibe grateful to today's youth Who demand that we

relevant knowledge. If education is to help save the

destruction, then thanks are due the youth who are

.
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demanding a change from instruction which gets farther and farther

iiwa.S. from reality. Miraculously, the need' to relate curriculum.

Inaterial with real life is being met iii the primary schools. Today

in the primary grades a revolution is in progress. Primary school

teachers are increasingly aware of the potentially meaningful ex-

perience of children. They hear primaryschool children talking about

-riots. 'The children .ask teachers why people fight each other. The

children ask why students revolt on the campuses. They ask why mule

trains are dispatched from Mississippi to Washington, D. C. Primary

: ,school *children have opinions about adults who oppose. black and white- :

children learning together% Children are exposed.today to the successes

and frustrations of society. This exposure comes through their direct

experiences, through the movies, through television) and radio. Viet

liamor Mississippi, New York City or Chicago, the moon or the African1.

desert: these pictures invade the nurseries of the children, All

I
,

these, experiences generate feelings. All these experiences inspire

questions which want answers. The new olementary school curriculum.

. attempts to meet the newly discovered needs of the children. While

thia revolutionary trend in the elementary gfades is developing,

the teacher-training institutions are not moving ahead. It is sad

that the'teacher-training institutions have not been a part of this

exciting revolution in the elementary classrooms. idly has this hap-.

*veiled? *: ':
,

. . .

1) The schoo1.6f education on most campuses surround itself with

a Chinese wall.. The school of education on most campuses is a

C

.



- closed system. Few of them maintain a dialogue with the know,:

ledge departments. A closed system which has little feedback

of. new ideas is static-.

2) The knowledge departments on the university campuses do not

identify,themselves with the cause of education. Very often

same faculty members who criticize public school teachers for

their "incompetc:nee" also refusd ko cooperate with the school

of education to improve teacher-training programs. As for

departments' of the social sciences, they too neglect to work

with the teacher-training institutions on programg which would

help future teachers relate societal phenomena to the classroom.

Teacher-training institutions offer a wide selection of models

in training teachers for subject matter competence. None of

these models has too much promise.

Thefirst model is history and geography oriented. There is

nothing wrong with using history and geography as an intellectual

framework. But it is highly inadequate to teach only a time and

spatial orientation to life and neglect the knowledge of economics,

political science, sociology, anthropology, and psychology which phe-
r

- nomena 'shape these two dimensions of life. The study of history and

geography without the social science disciplines will not help

understand the economic rationale underlying slavery; willa
. ,

not explain why farmers demanded cheap money; why so many Americans

-

took off for the West to find gold . why the early settlers "wasted

lands'; or why the .economic insecurity of Americans has increased

with increasing cash income. The history and geography model could
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be called the "false pregnancy model." It is full ofpromise without

delivering anything.

The second model of teacher-training is based onnarrow specializa-

tion. iany teacher-training institutions offer areas of specialization,

: but they drive the future teacher into a very narrow channel. The

student's time is monopolized by one academic department at the ex-

pense of a broader intellectual expegence. For example, the student

who majors in anthropology must take so many courses in anthropology

that he will graduate from college with little understanding of the

r.' economic or political world, The social science deliatEments compete

for the student's body and time. Some social science departments in

. .

teachl.ng their disciplines, demonstrate a "rigorous disciplinary ap-.

proach." Often these departments frighten education majors away. The

following question was directed to a senior economist in the economics

department at a major university: "How many students from the school

of education major in economics?" He answered proudly:- "Very few come..:
to us. We frighten them to death." This narrow specialization Model

could be called the "tight rope model."

The third model of the teacher-training program is based on the

exposure of students to a series of introductory courses. For

..in many teacher-training institutions, the student does not need. to

take more_than_one.or two semesters of economics. Since most intro--%

-.n
ductory economics courses are two-semester courses, the students

taking half of the courses may end with some knowledge about. the

operation of the maket, but no knowledge of the operation of the economic
. .

'.
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system at large. But this is not the worst. Most of the introductory

courses are unimaginative courses. During the semester a desperate

rivalry goes on between time and all the chapters of the textbook.

Hundreds of pages .are crammed down students' throats without economic

theory 'ever being related to real life or, without the subject matter

ever being related to the needs of the classroom. Most of the future

teachers Who' complete this series of introductory courses leave the

classrooms with deep wounds. They wonder the rest of theii lives:

"Was the trip necessary ?" This model, based on the quick exposure of

,students to much knowledge, 1justly could be called the Imacaine gun

model." When the students have such a meager input by many knowledge

departments, why should anyone expect .a miracle from the students or

from the school of education. One cannot expect.students.to translate

:"knowledgeless knowledge" into the curriculum. There is nothing to

trarslate. If by some strange accident, the students have received

knowledge, nobody has shown. them how to use this knowledge in the

classroom. The segregation between the black and White children

in Mississippi is less severe than the segregation between the content
,

., and method classes.

'

: .

'The problem of teacher-training then is. two-fold:

1) How to expose future teachers to knowledge of what underlies

society.
. ,

2) _How to build.a bridge between this knowledge and the present
.

and futurd needs.of our children.

To move toward the solution of these problems,a design for a social .

I

science training program is submitted as a part of the total teacher-

training program. This design may take the teacher training in the

IP
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right direction. Although this proposal is a one-year program for

the sophomore year, there is no reason why this design cold not

-be expanded over a four-year program. The program is -now limited to

a one-year program because in this way the first step can be taken

vithout.severe dislocation. It is hoped, however, that after this

I

design is tested, it can be expanded and it can replace many of the

content and method classes.

The new design has the following'characteristics:

1) It offers a dynamic interaction between knowing and the ways of

knowing. This means that the future teacher should 'always be aware

that assimilation and dissemination of knowledge are two sides of the

same coin. As one relates the frontier of knowledge to the experiences

. of elementary school children, the thinking process becomes clearer.

.

To people who ask, "Is 'it not difficult, to write for elementary

school children?" .The answer is: "It is not difficult to write for

them, it is difficult to know enough." Teaching elementary school

children demands 1 tremendOus intellectual integrity. Teacher-training

=1st emphasize that the secret of teaching is not simplifying knowledge

at the expense of accuracy; rather, it is translating knowledge ac-
.

curately and relating it meaningfully to children's experience.

2) The teacher-training program should be R-12 oriented. The teacher

must see in the first grader the future twelfth grade student. The

. .

'teacher must be trained to see-the child not: as a still photo, but as

a moving picture. Experience shows that primary school children's

. .

experience is potentially so meaningful that the fundamental analytical
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tools of socil science can be related to children's experience. The

teacher must .be trained how to teach these fundamental analytical

*tools from K-12 with increasing depth and complexity. Children can

be taught price theory in the first grade if it is related to their

rich e>fperience in choice-making. These children then should be ex-
)

.posed to price theory in succeeding grades in the multitudes of situa-

tions the growing child experiences.

Every human being is committed to values and so the first grader

can be made aware of the ideas in which lib believes and how these ideas

affect his daily behavior. After the' first grader has been made aware

of his values, he can be shown how such values operate in society,

how they may.lead to conflict and how the conflict may be resolved.

The -first grader can be made -aware that as a member of a family

he is a member of a political unit.. In the faMily, authority is re-
4

cognized, decisions are guided by values of the family, and decisions

are binding. The yecognition of the family as a political unit opens

the way for discovery of the structure of political systems in later

grades :' Teachers should be able to relate fund'amental ideas to the
4

child's experience. They should be able to proceed with this relation-
. .

ship as the child matures.

3) The teacher should develop skill in using many motivation devices.

. EVery class is made up of children with different economic and social

-'backgrounds. Teachers should be able to make full use of these dif-

'ferences of background iri the teaching situation. This means that the

teacher has to learn to be intellectually honest. The teacher shOuld

;not shy away from using as a take-off for a teaching unit the poverty
..

march to Washington, the protest against the segregation of a neighbor-

,

-



hood, or.the visit to a slum area. Training in intellectual honesty

'contributes not only to a sound relationship betweea children and

teacher, It also contributes to the mental health of the teacher.

4) The purpose of intellectual honesty is to make children aware of

man's intellectual power to solve problems.' The purpose of teacher-
.

training is to train teachers how to use knowledge to understand and

to try to .solve problems. This is the essence of the project approach.

How can teachers be trained for the project approach? The course is

divided into alternate blocks of lectures and laboratory sessions.

The block of lectures lengthens as the sessions grow increasingly multi-
.

disciplinary. The first laboratory session is three weeks long, All

other laboratory sessions are four weeks' long. Emphasis in the one-

. year program is on translating analytical tools into classroom situa-
,

.

Lions.

Creative thinking is the foundation of the program. To reward

creativity, the entire program culminates into a curriculum conference

to which other members of the faculty and student body are invited.

Daring this conference the most creative teaching practices developed

during the year may be presented and evaluated.

The program starts with an introductory lecture on the need for

structuring knowledge. The structure of a social science discipline

made up a set of analytical tools related to each other in a

-system. The structure is neutral in its character. It is not related

:to any one grade. It is 'made up of a collection of ideas which can

be plugged into the children's experience: at different grade levels.
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After the'.introduction, two weeks are devoted to the presentation

of the structure of knowledge in economics. (See Chart I) After the

fundamental ideas of economics have been presented, a three weeks

laboratory session follows. In the laboratory session the fundamental

ideas of economics arc applied in various teaching situations. This

practice tries to accomplish two objectives. The teacher is brought

in contact 'with students in various situations. Sometimes the teachers

encounter first grade children.; sometimes, they encounter 4th grade

children;'someEimes the teachers encounter children from poor back-

grounds; .sometimes from well-to-do backgrounds; sometimes children from

Appalachia; sometimes children from Indian reservations.

'Tile laboratory session attempts to offer teachers different teaching

-strategies suited to the particular skills and temperaments of the

: teachers. It is often said that the best teachers are those who are

----born-teachers. 7-Is this statement a commentary of the state of our!

. teacher-training? We ought not to improve the quality of teachers by

relying entirely upon nature. Teachers should be given a wide choice
. .

of many teaching situations in the application of analytical tools so. .

. !

that they nay choose strategi-es whi.ch complement their innate faculties.

--:Guided by these general principles; the teachers in the-laboratory-

sessions may practice applying the analytical tools in the following

situations:

1., They will be applied in real life situations. These life situations

may be reconstructed throvigh true, taped stories told by children,

through ,the presentation of television programs which children may

have watched, or family experiences to which the chila may have been

exposed.

.

.

.

ci
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2. The fundamental ideas will be applied in problem-solving situa-

tions. The teacher may practice how a real.life situation can be

translated into a significant social problem. For example, the child

may talk about the poverty march.. The future teacher should know

how to translate the child's observation into the social problem of

poverty:. She should learn how to break down this social problem

into its components; symptoms of the problem, aspects, definitions,

scope, causes, and solution of the problem. She should learn to use

primary sources in measuring the problems. .She should lie able to find

various private or public proposals for the solution of.the problem.

. 3. The fundamental ideas shOuld relate to the social problem under

invstigation.. The future teacher should know that the poverty

problem necessitates understanding employment theory. Understanding

_the farm problem necessitates understanding price theory. The future

.teachel nay practiCe selecting and mustering the relevant analytical

tools for the social problem.

4. The fundamental ideas ,should be related throughout the entire K-12

curriculum. The future teacher should learn, for example, how to apply

.

price theory to the first grader's experience. And he is already

aware of prices, The first grader is already preoccupied with choice-

'making. The teacher must also learn how to apply price theory to the

_ experience of the 12th grader whose horizon is far broader than the

.problem of individual choice-making.

5. The fundamental ideas of economic knowledge should be related to

the dimepsion of time. The passage of time has to be developed

systematically starting in the first grade. One way to do this is to

relate passage of time to the passage of generatiolls. Assuming that

r

.
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generations carp be identified with twenty-five years, children can

-Understand that our nation was born about eight parents ago. In the

sallza.-way,children may be able to understand that the city of Babylon

was built one hundred and sixty parents ago. There are many different

ways to.make children aware of the pass age of time and how it affects

ideas and knowledge.

6. The fundamental ideas should also be related to spatial dimensions.

For example) teachers should he able to use the principle of division

of labor to eplain to classes at various grade levels how this division-

.

of labor-has been shaped by such geographical forces. as differences

in'climate, in soil, in the distribution of human and non-human resources

over, the earth.

.7. The fundamental ideas should be related to social systems. ( a5)-c.

Teachers should learn to look upon the family,the neighborhood, the

._-__Jcity,.the nation and the worlssystems. Various parts of a system

.interact causing chan-ga 'L,and bringing the system toward a conscious

or unconscious equilibrium. For example, the teacher should be able

to recognize the city as a system where-the various parts, such as the

transportation sub-system, the legal sub-system, the school sub-system,

the lousing sub--system, and the water and stage sub-systems interact

as fish, frogs and seaweed interact in a pond. Teachers should be able

to understand that the interacting parts of the system in the city can

-be designed -so as to achieve a goal or goals that the city planners

have identified. Discoveiing in society these various systems help
.

the teacher and the children to develop a new vision which enables them

V.

. , .*. : !* '
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to see social phenOmena, not in isolation from each other, but in an

interrelationship.

8. The fundamental ideas should help the teacher become future oriented.

The.future teachers should be able to envisage the world of tomorrow

since this is the best assurance against obsolesc6ncd of teaching'.-: The

rural teacher should be able to envisage the future needs of the rural

. child who,with all probability, willaleave the rural community -for

the city. - -The teacher should practice how to.project in the rural class-

room the many needs of the future urban citizen. Students will also

. 'receive in the laboratory articles written by academicians dealing with

new theoretical notions. The teacher has to practice how these new

theoretical concepts can be related to a child's experience. This is

. the best assurance of closing the gap between scientific progress and

curriculum. These are the themes which will be practiced in the labora-

tories. The class may be divided into four laboratory committees.

Each committee will study in depth two themes in any one laboratory

session. The committee assignments should be rotated among the four

laboratory sessions. In this way, each student will be exposed to all
.

eight themes:.

The first session deals exclusively with the fundamental ideas

of economics. (fig.-1) Its laboratory session lasts three weeks.

The second session is a three-week lecture session on the fundamental

.1,deas of political science. (fig 2) The fundamental ideas of political

science are followedby a. four-week laboratory session. The teachers

of this second laboratory session work on the same eight themes as in



.the fist laboratory session; the only dierence now is relating
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these themes to the fundamental ideas of political science; In the

second session, a ninth theme is added: the multidisciplinary orienta-

tion. Here students practice how to discover the different social

aspects of the social problem. 'For example:. Mat is the economic as-

pect of .poverty? that is the political aspect of .poverty?

In the third session, the fundamental ideas of .sociology are

presented. (figs 3) The application of the now nine themes may be

practiced in the sociology laboratory session. In the next session,

the fundamental ideas of anthropology are presented. (fig. 4) This
. .

laboratory session will show the students how the economic, political,

sociological and anthropological aspects bear upon the problem. In
-
every laboratory session, students will study how the nature of the

problem changes history and how the problem is. shaped by geographical
.

..forces.

After the four lectures and laboratory sessions, the students

are ready for the culminating conferences. In these, the teachers learn

professional behavior. They are encouraged to identify themselves

with the professional community. They should think of themselves as

curriculum builders. Often, classroom teachers are unaware of their

role as curriculum builders. Many of them have the notion that this

s the-job of school administrators. Making teachers aware of their

relationship to the educational fraternity outside of the classroom

gives the teacher self-confidence and professional pride.

e

. . .

Va
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Today knowledge has tremendous power, Once upon a time men

of knowledge had no power. They .occupied ivory towers. Today,

politicians, statesmen and governments listen to scientists and social

scientists. Their power is increasing and their influence may becmie

awesome. As their political power increases, society must build a

countervailing power. This countervailing power is made up of people

who are competent to understand the scientists recommendations, and

A

how these recommendations affeCt society. Whether or not people will

be able to participate in the deMocratic process in a knowledge-

oriented society, depends upon the school system and so on teacher-
.

training. Universities must develop a new attitude toward teacher-

training. They must give up their indifference toward the teacher-
.

training program. They must stop being the hot bed of: cold feet. The
. .

universities must accept the belief that ways of knowing are as important,

If not more important, than the discovery of knowledge. Universities.

must clear the channel of communication between the knowledge depart-

ment and the education department. If a constructive communication

:system is established between expanding knowledge and the teaching of

this knowledge, there will be an advance not only in teacher-training
i

- but inquiry and learning at large.

f.
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